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Xu Tongyin was taken aback for a moment.
He never thought about this problem.
But he immediately smiled and said: “You are my savior, and I believe in your character, you won’t let
out the secrets of my sect casually, will you?”
After speaking, Xu Tongyin looked at his father.
Xu Benliu also laughed loudly: “Yes. We all believe in you.”
Wiliam didn’t know what to say for a while.
It’s all a group of Tie Han Han.
I really don’t know whether to thank them or say they are stupid.
But Wiliam didn’t refuse, and said, “Okay, thank you for your kindness. Let’s go.”
As they said, the two of them flashed quickly, heading towards a place called Duan Jianfeng in the
back mountain.
When he arrived at Dujian Peak, Wiliam looked at the place curiously.
They are on the top of the mountain, and on the top of the mountain, there is a small cave.
As we walked to the cave, the temperature in the cave continued to rise, which was far different from
the coolness outside.
Xu Tongyin introduced as he walked: “This is the place where we used to forge our swords in Jiutian. It
is called Jiandong. The old Sanqing swordsman still hasn’t come here. I will first get familiar with the
material and structure of the demon lotus. You are sure of the materials you provide. Can it fit
perfectly with the material of the Long Live Demon Lotus?”
Wiliam nodded, “I’m sure.”
He believed what Senior Azure Qilin said.
“Okay, then you can take a rest.” Xu Tongyin was obviously obsessed with forging swords, and soon
became addicted to Wiliam’s long live demon lotus.
The more he probed, the more shocked.

This Long Live Demon Lotus is obviously not the original one.
But after forging step by step, it has today’s style.
And there are already very few magic weapons in the world that can temper and evolve step by step,
and how many forgers in this world are like him?
Could it be that Wiliam is also a forger?
But he immediately denied himself.
If Wiliam had this ability, he would have forged it by himself, so why bother to find Can Jian Jiu Tian?
Xu Tongyin thought, and fell into deep thought.
He is thinking about a plan that focuses on forging.
Wiliam looked around at the sword hole.
The temperature in this sword hole was very high, and after a while, he was all sweating.
In the center of the sword hole, there is a very large sword furnace.
It seems that the place for forging the sword will be in this sword furnace.
In a short while, three figures appeared in the sword hole.
It is three gray-haired old men.
When the three old men saw Xu Tongyin, they all smiled kindly.
Obviously, Xu Tongyin’s still alive is also a blessing for them.
Xu Tongyin quickly got up and introduced to Wiliam respectfully.
The three old men are all masters of sword forging, and they have been hidden for many years.
When they looked at Wiliam, they were also kind, and even thanked Wiliam.
Xu Tongyin quickly explained Wiliam’s explanation.
After a brief indulgent meditation, Old Master Sanqing asked: “Tongyin, you called us, and we know
what you are about to do. We will confirm it again. Are you sure you want to do this?”
Xu Tongyin nodded naturally, this was the determination he had made long ago.
“Okay, without further ado, we will start right away. You take the lead, and our three old immortals
will assist you.” A trace of melancholy flashed between their eyebrows, but they recovered
immediately.
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” Wiliam, just watch it from the sidelines. If you re-forge the magic weapon, you have to go through
three steps: melting, quenching, and awakening.” Xu Tongyin said to Wiliam.
“Among them, the first process is melting. I will use this magma fire to cooperate with our Nine-Day
Remnant Sword secret technique to re-melt and purify the Long Live Demon Lotus.”
“If the second process is quenched, you will need your cooperation to quench the fragment in your
hand into the fused Long Live Demon Lotus.”
“These two processes will last about two days. On the third day, it will be the last process and the
most important process. Wake up!”
“If you awaken the magic soldier, you will come and we will assist you.”
“What I want to say next, you must keep in mind, otherwise we all have the worry of death!”
Xu Tongyin’s face suddenly became serious.
“Whether it is forging the magic weapon or reforging the magic weapon, it will pose a very terrifying
threat to the forger, called the weapon robbery! I usually forge the sword, so it is also called the sword
robbery.”
“The magic weapons or the materials for forging them are extraordinary things. All magic weapons are
awkward. Especially heavy forging will arouse the counterattack of the magic weapons. We call it the
weapon robbery.”
“The robbery usually appears in the last process, but there is no absoluteness.”
“The more powerful the magic weapon, the more weapon tribulations will appear. According to the
records of the nine days of our Remnant Sword, the most one weapon tribulation has occurred, which
is the treasure of our town. The ancestors are all killed.”
“You long live demon lotus is not a common product at first glance, so I estimate that there will be
four or five artifacts, especially during the final process of awakening, you have a high probability of
facing these artifacts, if you have no extraordinary ability or A strong will makes it easy to die.”
“You have to be psychologically prepared.” Xu Tongyin said solemnly.
Wiliam’s eyes dazzled. It was the first time he heard about the weapon robbery.
Before he promoted the Long Live Demon Lotus time and time again, from safflower to red lotus to
demon lotus, there was no so-called weapon robbery.
However, Wiliam was immediately relieved that Long Live Honghua had been connected to his
bloodline from a very early time, and only raised it in a softer way, so it is normal that there is no organ
damage.
But this time it was different. It was re-forged in a brutal way, and arousing resistance was also
expected.
It’s just that, Long live Demon Lotus, you have to live up to it.
We are both prosperous, and we are all lost, and we live and die together!

Wiliam showed a decisive look in his eyes, “Follow my obsession, don’t ask about life or death!”
“Hahaha! Just do what I want, don’t ask about life or death! This is what I think! If this re-forging is
successful, let’s drink a pot!” Xu Tongyin laughed and patted Wiliam on the shoulder.
The more he looked at Wiliam, the more comfortable he became!
Next, Xu Tongyin briefly discussed some countermeasures against the weapon robbery with Old
Master Sanqing, and then stood by the sword furnace.
Sanqing Jianlao is in a triangular position, standing in three positions of the sword furnace to guard
him.
“Open!” Xu Tongyin slapped the lid of the sword furnace. The sword furnace that had not been opened
for the past two years suddenly bursts of suffocating flames!
The sword furnace itself is also a magic weapon, and it is a magic weapon who recognizes the master
Xu Tongyin!
It hasn’t been seen for more than a year, the sword furnace is humming, and seems to be welcoming
the master’s return!
“Brother! I’m here! Help me!” Xu Tongyin seemed to be speaking to Jian Lu.
With one hand, he threw Wiliam’s broken Long Live Demon Lotus into the sword furnace.
Never thought about it!
With this shot in, a towering breath suddenly surged out, rushing directly to Xu Tongyin!
Sanqingjian’s eyes shrank suddenly, and he has lived for nearly a hundred years!
It is also the first time to see such a wonder!
They actually yelled out together!
“The robbery!”
The robbery usually occurs in the third process.
Even if it is extremely rare in the first process, it is generally in the final stage of melting.
But now before their eyes!
The broken long live demon lotus just entered the sword furnace!
Just give birth to the robbery!
Long live the demon lotus!
How rampant it is!

